
 

I DON`T KNOW, MY LITTLE CHILD 
     ( D – major ) 
 

    Prelude:   D – A – D – A - D 

 

 

   D           G           A             D 

1.  Well you know, you will get older,  and the doubts might slowly come. 
   D              G        E            A 

    This world seems to get now colder,  and you`ll ask for things, they`ve done  
   h               G           A 

    You might sometimes long for answers, why the people act this way, 
   e          G               A 

    why there`s hate for one another,  but the reason I can`t say. 
 

2.  Why they spit into their faces,   why destroying any ray. 
    Fanaticism against races,   and God simply turns away? 
    Reciprocal understanding   seems to vanish in the sand. 
    I can`t realize the reasons   for this conduct, little friend. 
 

3.  They wear out a lot of money   for to fight and to be killed, 
    but the most won`t find it funny,   if their blood is to be spilled. 
    Are we blind for all the laments   and the need, that`s running wild? 
    I reflect sometimes these questions,   but I don`t know, my little child. 
 
 

Bridge: 
  D           G        A          D 

    You will see, that old guys, too, not present, the message they want to send, 
  D         G      E      A 

    and against their own convictions and their values they offend, 
  G          D      G          D  

    many times they`re lying, grieving, starting quarreling and deceiving, 
          e         A 

    They are unyielding at all. 
  G             D      G       D 

    To be sly boots they pretend, but in troubles they will bend  
     C       A 

    like a bough by storm in fall. 
 

 

4.  Why is malicious joy so much greater   than the fellow feeling, my boy? 
    They like hurting one another,   they on painfulness enjoy. 
    How long does it take reflecting,   giving a chance to common sense, 
    till they pull down walls and hurdles   and destroy the parting fence?  
 

5.  Now, I`d rather be quite silent,   I`m a part of this world. 
    But at some time or other we get answers, and the truth is loudly heard. 
    From your mistakes you will learn,   and by insight you`ll get wise. 
    Take away the deficiencies    and it grows up more, your size. 
 

6.  Well, this planet can survive   by changing mentality, conduct, 
    and you, too, can be an example   by the improvements you construct. 
    And the deed, that`s serving people,   to proclaim humanity, 
    will spread out like avalanches   of good acts, you will see. 
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